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Design Of A Six Band Metamaterial Perfect 
Absorber Based On Honeycomb-Shape In The 

Terahertz Frequency Range 
 

Djekinnou D. Daniel E, Prof.  Zhang GuoPing 
 

Abstract: We proposed the model of a terahertz metamaterial absorber composed of metallic honeycomb cells joined by a cross in the center, a 
dielectric layer and a metallic substrate. The simulation shows that the designed metamaterial absorber has six distinct absorption peaks at 18.306; 
19.836; 26.211; 28.302; 29.628 and 34.762 Terahertz with absorption rates of 97%; 98.6%; 99.3%; 97.7%; 99.8% and 94.3% respectively. The angular 
study of the system revealed that it remains a high absorption metamaterial absorber under both transverse electric and magnetic configurations.   
 
Index Terms:  metamaterial; perfect absorber; six-band; terahertz. 

——————————      —————————— 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Metamaterial absorbers are artificial and homogeneously 
engineered electromagnetic structures made of materials 
existing in nature but which exhibit unusual and unique 
properties that do not exist in the nature [1]. The unique 
properties of metamaterial absorbers offer them great 
potentials in many applications such as sensing, antennas, 
filters, solar cells and energy harvesting[2], [3]. 
Electromagnetic absorbers have been around since 1952 [4] 
but the first near unity metamaterial absorber was proposed in 
2008 [5]. Since then, several metamaterial absorbers of 
various designs have been proposed. The proposed 
metamaterial absorbers perform at various range of the 
microwave, infrared and terahertz frequency regimes. If some 
of the metamaterials absorbers focus on single and dual-
bands [6], [7], [8], [9], it has been noticed that some recent 
works focus on triple-bands perfect metamaterial absorbers 
[10],[11],[12],[13],[14],[15] while others on more than triple to 
broadband metamaterial perfect absorbers [16],[17],[18]. In 
this study, we proposed a six band perfect metamaterial 
absorber based on two strip lines forming a plus sign structure 
whose four ends are connected to honeycombs. One end of 
each honeycomb has been flattened to perfectly join the plus 
structure.  

 

2. STRUCTURE DESIGN 
Fig 1 shows a schematic representation of the proposed 
metamaterial perfect absorber. It consists of a gold top layer 
which is separated from the copper substrate layer by a quartz 
dielectric layer.In the study, copper is considered as a pure 
lossy metal with an electrical conductivity𝜎 = 5.96𝑒 + 07[𝑠 𝑚⁄ ]. 
The permittivity of the quartz substrate is 𝜀 = 3.75 . With all 

proportions in µm, the optimized geometrical parameters of 
the unit cell of the proposed perfect metamaterial absorber are 
as follows: w=0.22 l=3; L1=4; d=4.7; g=0.522; S=0.475; a=12. 
The optimized proportions make the proposed metamaterial 

absorber perfect since its absorption coefficients are almost 
unity. 
 

 
Fig 1. Schematic representation of the six-band perfect 

metamaterial absorber.  The geometric parameters of the plus 
sign structure are L1=4; w=0.22.  The geometric parameters of 

a honeycomb are L=3; w=0.22. The length of the unit cell is 
a=12. The thickness of the copper substrate is s=0.475 while 
that of the quartz dielectric layer is d=4.7. The height of the 

plus sign structure and the honeycombs is g=0.522. The 
periods of the structure (honeycombs and plus sign structure) 

are   Px= Py and are all dependent of L. 
 
The complete analysis of the metamaterial absorber has been 
conducted using CST 3-D simulation software. In the process, 
unit cell along x and y axis and open boundaries conditions to 
Z axis have been applied along with floquet port excitation. 
Mathematically, the absorptivity of an absorber can be 
computed as 𝐴 = 1 − 𝑅 − 𝑇  or  𝐴 = 1 − |𝑆  |

 − |𝑆  |
  where 

𝑅 = |𝑆  |
 is the reflected power and 𝑇 = |𝑆  |

  the transmitted 
power. For a perfect metamaterial absorber, the transmitted 
power is negligible resulting in𝐴 = 1 − |𝑆  |

 .  This is due to 

the presence of the copper layer at the bottom of the quartz 
material which restricts the transmission of the incident 
electromagnetic wave.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   
Fig 2 shows the absorption, the transmission and the reflection 
curves of the proposed MMA.  
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Fig 2.  Absorption, Transmission and Reflection spectra with 

constant parameters: L1=4; w=0.22; L=3; a=12; s=0.475; 
d=4.7 and g=0.522. 

 
The designed MMA (metamaterial absorber) has six distinctive 
resonance peaks at the frequencies of f = 18.306 THz ; f =
19.836 THz; f = 26.211 THz; f = 28.302 THz; f = 29.628 THz 
andf = 34.762 THz. Each of the resonances has respectively 

an approximate absorption of 97%; 98.6%; 99.3%; 97.7%; 
99.8%; 94.3%. It is demonstrated through numerical 
simulation that the average absorption peak at six resonances 
is 97.78. Mathematically, the Q factor is expressed as 

𝑄 =
  

    
where f  is the central frequency and FWHM the full 

width at half maximum [19]. The half width half maximum of 
the resonance absorption peak for our design is about 0.156; 
0.129; 0.177; 0.154; 0.153; 0.272.The corresponding Q factor 
is hence about Q = 117.35 ; Q = 153.78 ; Q = 148.08 ; 
Q = 183.78; Q = 193.65 and  Q = 127.80 respectively. The 

proposed MMA has a significantly higher Q factor compare to 
the previously proposed MMA [17]; [18]; [19].Fig 3 shows the 
dependence of the absorption resonances to the honeycomb 
length. During this sweep, all the other parameters were kept 
constant. It is observed that an increase of L from 3µm to 
3.2µm causes a relatively small shift in the percentage of the 
absorption peaks and their frequencies of appearance. We 
noticed a strong shift from 97% of absorption at 18.306 THz to 
99.8% of absorption at 18.55THz. From 98.6% at 19.836 THz, 
the absorption peak shifted to 99.3% at 19.87THz. A major 
shift was also noticed when L=3.4µm. It was noticed that f1 
shifted from 18.306THz with 97% of absorption to 18.17THz 
with 99.8%. The major shift noticed for L=2.8µm is at 
f=34.745THz. Compared to L=3µm which has an absorption 
rate of 94.3% at 34.762THz, we obtained an absorption rate of 
99.8% at f=34.745 THz. We also have a resonance at 
f=23.321THz with 96.2% of absorption. At L=2.4µm, three 
major resonance shifts have been noticed at 18.255THZ, 
19.87THz and 28.234THz. These frequencies have an 
absorption rate of 99.8%, 99.3% and 97.3% respectively. It 
results from the previous analysis that the proposed perfect 
metamaterial absorber has strong confinement around 18THz, 
19THz, 26THz, 28THz and 34.762THz.  

 
Fig 3. : Absorption spectra for l sweep. (a) L=3 µm; (b) L=3.2 

µm; (c) l=3.8 µm; (d) l=2.8 µm; (e) L=2.4 µm. 
 

4. SURFACE CURRENT AND E-FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS 

STUDY 
The surface current distributions are depicted in Error! 
Reference source not found.. Error! Reference source not 
found. illustrate respectively the current distribution at the top 
layer at 18.306THz, 19.836 THz, 26.211 THz, 28.302 THz, 
29.628 THz and 34.762 THz. Similarly, Error! Reference 
source not found. illustrate the current distribution at the 
bottom layer of the proposed MMA It can be observed that at 
all peaks, the combination of all the surface current on both 
top and bottom form a circulating current. This anti-parallel 
flow of current in the MMA causes the occurrence of a strong 
magnetic excitation which results in the observed peaks. 
Reciprocally, Error! Reference source not found. illustrates 
the electric field distribution at all six absorption peaks. In all 
cases, the electric field seems to be evenly distributed on the 
component of the MMA. At f=18.306 THz i.e. Error! 
Reference source not found., the electric field is more 
accentuated on the inner contour of the two vertical 
honeycombs. This scenario describes also what happens at f= 
29.628THz and f=34.762THz i.e. Error! Reference source 
not found. and Error! Reference source not found. 
respectively. At f=19.836THz, f=26.211THz and f=28.302THz 
i.e. Error! Reference source not found. ; Error! Reference 
source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. 
respectively, the electric field is located on all four 
honeycombs but its maximum concentration is located on the 
horizontal components of the structure. 

Top layer 
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Bottom layer 

  
Fig 4. Surface current distribution plot of the proposed perfect 

metamaterial absorber for l=3µm, (a) f=18.306THz; (b) 
f=19.836THz; (c) f=26.211THz; (d) f=28.302THz; (e) 

f=29.628THz; (f) f=34.762THz top layer and (g)-(l) bottom 
layer respectively. 

 
Fig 5. Electric field distribution plot at all six absorption peak 

frequencies of the suggested six band absorber for l=3µm; (a) 
f=18.306THz; (b) f=19.836THz; (c) f=26.211THz; (d) 

f=28.302THz; (e) f=29.628THz; (f) f=34.762THz. 
 

5. POLARIZATION AND ANGULAR STABILITY 
Fig 6 presents the absorptivity of the proposed MMA based on 
different polarization angles ∅ . The study reveals that from 

∅ = 0  to∅ = 30 , the resonance frequencies of the proposed 
structure remain invariable despite the change in the absorption 

values. From ∅ = 0  to ∅ = 15    , major variations are noticed 

at f=26.211 THz where the absorptivity increased from 99.3% to 
99.9%, from 99.8% to 99.9% and from 94.3% to 94.8%. These 
major variations are explained through the study of the normal 
component of the e-field distribution at f=26.211THz for ∅ =
0 and ∅ = 15 . As illustrated in Fig 7 at resonance for ∅ = 15 , 
we have a better distribution of the e-field as compared to 

∅ = 0  i.e. Fig 7(b). This results in more power being absorbed 

for∅ = 15 . The increase variations could also be explained by 

the presence of standing waves within the MMA interfering 

constructively for ∅ = 15  [20]. 

 
Fig 6. The absorption curves of the proposed MMA under 

various polarization angles∅. 

 

At∅ = 30 , the resonance frequency of f=34.762THz has shifted 

to 34.745 THz with an absorptivity of 94.3% and 95.4% 
respectively.  

 
Fig 7. Normal component illustration of e-filed distribution at 
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f=26.211 THz for (a) ∅ = 15  and (b) ∅ = 0 . 
TABLE 1 FREQUENCIES (f) AND RESPECTIVE ABSORPTION (A) PEAKS 

RESULT FROM POLARIZATION 
∅ f  in THz A  ∅ f in THz A 

45  22.573 95 60  22.488 99.8 

23.202 97 23.287 98 

24.341 99.6 31.175 92 

34.66 97 34.575 99.47 

75  19.156 97.5 90  19.156 98.9 

22.454 96.63 22.454 94 

23.355 95 23.372 95.2 

30.342 93 26.517 92.2 

31.175 98.7 30.342 95.7 

34.558 92.2 31.175 99.4 

 
As the polarization angle increases, new peaks with over 90% 
of absorption have been observed. They are summarized in the 
table above. To further study the proposed MMA, we 
investigated it angular dependency for both TE and TM 
configuration at various incident angles.  The results are shown 
in Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference 

source not found.. At θ = 0  , the absorption spectra remains 

invariable under both polarizations. The study reveals that most 
of the absorbance peaks are above 90% at the different incident 
angles. It results that, the incident angle and the light 
polarization do not to a large extent affect the high absorption 
property of the proposed MMA. Occurrences of new absorption 
peaks were also noticed. More interesting, under both 
configurations, we obtained seven to eight absorption peaks at 

various incident angles. At θ = 45  under TM configuration, we 

have obtained eight absorption peaks of over 98% of 
absorption. Under both configuration, seven absorption peaks of 

over 97% of absorption were obtained at  θ = 75 . The high 

absorption of the proposed MMA despite the increment of the 
incident angle is due to the geometry of the system. Indeed, the 
repartition of the honeycombs cells allows the MMA to receive 
enough radiation which allows a high surface current density 
and as stated earlier, the anti-parallel flow of current in the MMA 
causes the occurrence of a strong magnetic excitation which 
results in the observed peaks.  
 

 
Fig 8. The absorption curves of the proposed MMA under 

various incident angles θ (0–75 degrees) for (a) TM polarized, 
(b) TE polarized. 

CONCLUSION 
In summary, we have proposed a six band perfect metamaterial 
absorber metallic honeycombs cells join by a plus sign structure 
in the center. The numerical simulation proved that the 
proposed MMA at six resonances has an average absorption of 
97.78%. It has further been noticed that, the geometry of the 
proposed MMA allows it to receive important energy from the 
incident wave in both TE and TM configuration allowing it to 
keep it high absorption efficiency. The angular study of the MMA 
shows that with further geometrical scalability, the MMA could 
achieved broadband frequency absorption dto the closeness of 
some absorption peaks frequency. 
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